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This paper considers the social forces leading to the establishment ofpioneering public health
education programs in the United States. Schools ofPublic Health emerged in the United States
as the result of a confluence of factors, including the changing nature of higher education, the
development ofcommerce and industry, the rise to prominence ofthe science ofbacteriology, and
the urbanization ofthe nation, all coupled with a pervasive spirit ofutility and a desire to be, in a
word, useful. Each line leading to the establishment of five public health institutions at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard-M.I.T., Yale, Michigan, and Pennsylvania is
explored.
"This enterprise, when fully understood, must command the liberal sympathy
ofthose who aim to make their generosity fruitful in substantial and enduring
public good."
-William Barton Rogers
Schoolsofpublic health emerged in the United States as the result ofa confluence of
factors making themselves felt as early as the mid-nineteenth century. Such factors
included the changing nature of higher education, the development of commerce and
industry, the rise to prominence ofthe science ofbacteriology, and the urbanization of
the nation, all coupled with a pervasive spirit of utility and a desire to be, in a word,
useful. This paper will explore each line, leading to the establishment of five public
health institutions, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard-M.I.T.,
Yale, Michigan, and Pennsylvania.
In 1867, Daniel Coit Gilman, Professor of Physical and Political Geography at
Yale's Sheffield Scientific School, published an essay review of seven contemporary
publications which treated the subject of scientific education. The publications were
prompted by passage of the Morrill Land Grant Act, which had been approved by
Congress July 2, 1862, donating lands to "the several states and territories" of the
United States for the purpose ofproviding "Colleges for the Benefit ofAgriculture and
the Mechanic Arts." The publications reviewed by Gilman considered the Act itself,
the Act's influence on higher education, and the Act's influence on specific institutions:
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the University ofCalifornia, Cornell, Yale, and the new Institution of Technology then
being planned to be established in Boston [1].
Itwas the war that had prompted a national awakening, Gilman wrote. Not only had
the nation witnessed the establishment of national banks, a national railroad linking
East with West, a national (indeed, international) system of weights and measures,
national departments devoted to agriculture and education, and a National Academy
of Sciences, but, with the passage of the new federal Act, "National Schools of
Science" [2] were to receive proper funding, and, as a result, the nation would witness
and experience an Augustan Age of commerce, advancement, and progress.
Gilman reflected on the new Act's influence on existing institutions of higher
learning. These venerable colleges, he concluded, had been devoted to Newman's
eternal "truths in the natural order." According to this view, knowledge was capable of
being its own end. A university education, and, again, these are Newman's words,
aims at raising the intellectual tone ofsociety, at cultivating the public mind, at
purifying the national taste, at supplying the principles to popular enthusiasm
and fixed aims to popular aspirations, at giving enlargement and sobriety to the
ideas of the age, at facilitating the exercise of political powers, and refining the
intercourse of private life [3].
Such an education, wrote Newman, would prepare a man "to fill any post with credit,
and to master any subject with facility." A liberal education was everything; useful
knowledge, however, was "a deal of trash" [4].
Such views, common in the early nineteenth century, set forth the belief that utility
was unimportant. Develop the best educational instrument for the training of the mind
(by which was meant classical studies) and, when one's work was finished, the mind
would be bright and strong and capable of discharging any labor. Gilman and others
believed that this view was beautiful in theory, but not borne out by results. The nation
no longer had the luxury of such theories, as England had determined a decade earlier,
when Lord Playfair had undertaken an inquiry into the causes of English inferiority
regarding manufacture and found that all of England's continental competitors
possessed "good systems of industrial education for the masters and managers of
factories and workshops," whereas England had possessed none [5]. If the United
States was not to find itself in the same situation as had England, reform was
necessary. The narrow, elementary, and irrelevant curriculum of present-day universi-
ties would have to change. Students, according to A.C. Benson, writing in another time
about the same situation, "were sent out not only without intellectual life, but not even
capable of humble usefulness" [6]. Nowhere in the curriculum was there room for
research, nor was sufficient attention devoted to the technical or practical. The older
colleges were sectarian, undemocratic, dedicated to wealth and privilege. What was
needed, in Goethe's words, was more light. And the necessary light was soon coming,
from science.
Understanding the changed and charged atmosphere in the United States were a
group of scientists, financiers, and philanthropists who mortgaged their names and
fortunes to the future. Stephen Van Rensselaer, James Smithson, Abbott Lawrence,
Peter Cooper, Joseph Sheffield, Abiel Chandler, Blandina Dudley, and George
Peabody had each "clearly seen the value of training in the mathematical, physical,
and natural sciences as a preparation for life," as well as for the importance of
scientific researches in promoting the development of natural resources.
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The pioneer school was founded in 1824 in Troy, New York, by Van Rensselaer.
Abbott Lawrence had endowed, in 1847, a scientific school at Harvard, and within a
few years Yale, Dartmouth, Union, and Columbia followed with scientific schools or
departments oftheir own, asdid thecityofBoston, where an "Institute ofTechnology"
was soon to be established [7].
Each new school (in the popular or offical phraseology referred to as scientific
schools, polytechnics, or technical schools) was fundamentally similar: each had been
"imperfectly endowed" and each had been founded on an "experimental basis." Yet
each school, according to Gilman, was "a very significant indication ofthe spirit ofthe
age," as each wished to advance knowledge on some other basis than the literature of
Greece and Rome; each showed "the popular craving for what was vaguely termed ...
apractical education;" each:
showed that, in some form or other, provision would be made for education in
those branches ofuseful knowledge which tend to exhibit the Creator's works in
their true aspects, and likewise in those which are immediately connected with
the material advancement and civilization ofmankind [8].
Such was the brieffor scientific education, and with the Morrill Act the new schools
emerged, not so much to compete with those schools dedicated to language, literature,
and history, but to offer an alternative pathway to the future.
What form the new schools took, on both the Continent and in the United States, is
instructive. Gilman recommended that the new schools emerging as a result ofthe Act
should be regional, based on the various needs of the nation. In the agricultural states
of the West, agricultural science would be prominent; in California, Nevada, and
Pennsylvania, mining interests should receive attention; and in the East, education
should be specifically adapted to instruct engineers, mechanics, chemists, and the
directors ofgreat manufacturing establishments. The need for buildings and facilities
and laboratories of applied research would be met by endowments, tuition, and the
funds derived from the Act, but the real need, wrote Gilman, was for "a corps of
instructors, young, manly, thorough, truth-loving, able to teach, speak, and econo-
mize." Such young men would do much to give character and success to a foundation
that is still guarded by a "corps ofolder men [who never would possess] the spirits of
modern inquiry" [9].
The ultimate object of such an education, Gilman reasoned, was not to have
graduates return "to labor with the hoe or the anvil," but instead to be scientifically
trained for the "higher avocations of life, and especially to take charge of mines,
manufacturies, the construction of public works, the conduct of topographical and
other scientific surveys": in a phrase, educated to be "leading scientific men" [10].
The new scientific schools should flourish side by side with the old schools, and each,
Gilman believed, would "be strong in the other's strength":
The Creator and his laws; man and his development, or, in other words, science
and history, alike [affording] abudant discipline for the mind, and appropriate
preparation for the active work oflife [11].
The need for the new pathway was great, and all energies were to bedirected toward
the great need. As Francis Amasa Walker, to whom we shall soon turn, wrote:
... lands [needed] to be surveyed, roads to be constructed, ships built and
navigated, soils of every kind, and under every variety of climate, to be
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cultivated, manufactures ... established which would [compete] with those of
more advanced nations... [12]
and science, both basic and applied, as well, to be fostered andunderstood, propagated,
taken to bits, made useful for a growing, progressive, emergent nation.
II
The older universities were persuaded by the arguments for change. Within a half
century, the German universities had become the new model. The democratic and
industrial and scientific revolutions were under way. Newman's gentleman "at home in
any society" would soon be at home in none [13]. With the appointment of a new
generation ofuniversity presidents-Andrew Dickson White at Cornell, Charles Elliot
at Harvard, James Angell at Michigan, and Gilman himself first at California and
then at Johns Hopkins-"science had begun to take the place of moral philosophy,
research the place of teaching." The universities, according to Abraham Flexner,
became "expressions of their age," which in the latter part of the nineteenth century
was vibrant, tumultuous, dynamic, industrial, optimistic [14].
The sciences entered the university as early as 1727, with the appointment of a
mathematician at Harvard. Botany and chemistry appeared at Columbia and Prince-
ton by the end of the eighteenth century. By the 1850s, mathematics, natural
philosophy, botany, chemistry, zoology, geology, and mineralogy had found their way
into most college curricula. There is not sufficient time to focus on the rise to
prominence ofAmerican science, todiscuss Benjamin Silliman at Yale, forexample, or
John MacLean, James Dwight Dana, Edward Hitchcock, Ebenezer Emmons, Asa
Gray, Joseph Henry, or William Barton Rogers; to consider the lyceums, museums,
popular lectures, or published writings; or to review the rise of civil engineering
(developed at West Point in theearly 1800sand at Rensselaer in the 1820s [15]; but we
should focus our attention on two schools, Harvard, a classical school on the threshold
ofmodernity, and "Boston Tech" (M.I.T.), a new school representative ofthe age.
At both Harvard and Yale science had made incursions into the curriculum. New
professors of chemistry and botany had been appointed in both schools, and, at
Harvard, in 1846, plans were being discussed to establish a graduate school ofarts and
sciences, eventually to emerge as the Lawrence Scientific School.
Abbott Lawrence, whose fortunes were made as an importer and textile manufac-
turer, donated $50,000 to Harvard [16]. The plans to establish a graduate school were
modified, and science at Harvard took the form ofan undergraduate teaching program
leading to the Bachelor ofScience degree, first awarded in 1851; but Lawrence's wish,
that theschool champion the causeofengineering and the manufacturing sciences, was
frustrated when the Board of Overseers appointed, as the School's director, Louis
Agassiz, whose principal interests were the natural sciences, especially comparative
zoology, rather than the physical sciences [17].
Science spread elsewhere, to Dartmouth, Rochester, Denison, North Carolina, New
York University, Iowa, and Missouri. At Michigan, Henry Philip Tappan went a step
further, linking the German ideal of research with that of advanced scholarship. This
step was not "vocationalism" or applied science, as we shall soon seewas todevelop, for
example, in Boston; rather, it was "true" scholarship, the scholarship of dignity,
leisure, and grace.
At Brown, Francis Wayland reinforced Tappan's ideals and recommended that
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universities throughout the nation experiment, develop electives rather than required
courses, and permit their students to enroll in programs ofapplied science, agriculture,
law, and education. The new universities should be dynamic, temperate, flexible,
nondoctrinaire, adaptive to changing needs.
Carried through to its logical conclusion, the American university accepted the
natural and physical sciences as equivalent to the liberal arts; but, more than that, as
integral to a truly liberal education. This ideal was best expressed by Thomas Henry
Huxley in 1883:
That man, I think, has had a liberal education who has been so trained in
youth that his body is the ready servant of his will, and does with ease and
pleasure all the work that, as a mechanism, it is capable of; whose intellect is a
clear, cold, logic engine, with all its parts of equal strength, and in smooth
working order; ready, like a steam engine, to be turned to any kind ofwork, and
spin the gossamers as well as forge the anchors of the mind; whose mind is
stored with a knowledge ofthe great and fundamental truths ofNature and of
the laws ofheroperations; onewho, no stunted ascetic, is full oflifeand fire, but
whose passions are trained to come to heel by a vigorous will, the servant of a
tender conscience; who has learned to love all beauty, whether of Nature or of
art, to hate all vileness, and to respect others as himself.
Such an one and noother, I conceive, has had a liberal education; for he is, as
completely as a man can be, in harmony with nature [18].
In Boston, yet another model of science education was developing, this a School of
Industrial Science, with a view to aiding "the development and practical application of
science in connection with arts, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce." The
School was the dream of William Barton Rogers, a professor of natural science at the
University ofVirginia, who had emigrated to Boston with his plans for an Institute of
Technology, which began to take shape as a result ofa confluence ofthree discrete but
not unrelated events: one, the presenceofRogers himself, an eloquent, erudite, learned
man, who represented the unspoken desires of the Commonwealth's emerging and
powerful class of "Manufacturers, Mechanics, Argiculturists, and Other Friends of
Enlightened Industry"; second, the signing in 1861 of a legislative act granting a
charter to the new School and reserving for its use two-thirds ofa square ofstate land
in the newly reclaimed Back Bay; and third, a new charter amendment, signed in 1863,
providing to the Institute a one-third share of the annual income of the Common-
wealth's land grant fund (which had been made possible by the Morrill Act) [19].
The tenets of the School of Industrial Science appear in a document prepared by
Rogers in 1864, which embodied the spirit which Rogers wished to infuse in his new
institute: "that there is dignity in the mastery of useful knowledge; that science is
fundamental to the progress of technology and that together they can contribute
significantly to human welfare; that the learning process must be active, for direct
experience gives life and meaning to knowledge, and that professional training may
profitably be combined with a liberal education in the undergraduate years, to the
enrichment of both." Added to these views was Rogers' principal tenet, that the
objectives set forth were best achieved through "a special kind of institution,
independent and with a clear perception ofits central mission" [20].
As M.I.T.'s president, James Maclaurin, was to write in 1911, Rogers "saw what
Lowell did, that new times demanded new manners and new men." The first beliefwas
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that science was valuable, that it enhanced "human comfort and health" and
contributed to "social wealth and power." As such, the prime motives were that of
utility, ofbeing useful, ofservice tosociety. As Rogers himselfwrote: "This enterprise,
when fully understood, must command the liberal sympathy ofthose who aim to make
their generosity fruitful in substantial and enduring public good" [21].
It was not without some forethought that Rogers had added the phrase, "when fully
understood." There were many who did not (or who had chosen not to) understand-
Nathaniel Shaler, for example.
In 1896, Nathaniel Shaler had already been associated with the Lawrence Scientific
School for over thirty-five years. He had studied geology and zoology under Agassiz,
and, after receiving his B.S. degree in 1862, rapidly made his way up the academic
ladder, serving in 1869 as professor of paleontology, in 1888 as professor of geology,
and, between the years 1891-1906, as dean. His courses, especially his introductory
geology ourse, were among the most popular at Harvard; his writings-which
considered everything from earthquakes, whales, the moon, climate, hurricanes,
floods, sunsets, and mining to altruism, the silver question, dreams, and race-were
thoroughly sound and enlightening; his tenure as dean vivifying and substantially
successful [22].
Unlike M.I.T.'s spokesmen, Shaler had a broader conception of the purpose of
science study and was more concerned with "awakening the student's mind than with
imparting information." As M.I.T. grew in stature and fame, Shalercould not but look
enviously across the Charles River and wonder about the Lawrence's mission in
comparison to M.I.T.'s. Money seemed virtually to flow into M.I.T., the student body
continued to increase, and M.I.T.'s future seemed secure and the school destined for
even greater successes.
When the two schools were compared, the Lawrence was certainly anemic, at sea,
less certain of its future. For these and other reasons, Shaler let loose in the Atlantic
Monthly a broadside attack on M.I.T. and other free-standing technological institutes.
These schools, he wrote, had prospered based on the premise that such schools, to
which hereferred pejoratively as "trade schools," were freer, ifisolated, "togo straight
forward to their object of training young men for the highly specialized employments
of the arts." Training pupils for "particular tasks," however, invariably led to a
"narrowing ofthe spirit ofeducation":
Ingeneral it may be said that the more fit the youth atgraduation for thedetails
of a special employment, the less likely he is to have the broad foundation on
which his subsequent development must to a great extent depend [23].
The university had a "well-affirmed principle" which was to make "the enlarged
man"; but it was characteristicofall trade workthat immediateability, rather than the
means of continuous growth, commanded the attention of its managers. Better, wrote
Shaler, to "conjoin" thevarious art and sciencedisciplines rather than to have them set
apart. Far better would it be to have "the influenceofcontact with ablescholars, and of
mingling with fellow-students ... engaged in a great diversity of intellectual occupa-
tions" [24]. Only in schools placed within a university, such as Lawrence or the
Sheffield at Yale, would a technical program afford its students all the professional
advantages which a separate institution couldonly hope toprovide. Courses herewould
be interrelated, intellectual intercourse favored, a student's learning "enlarged" and:
Thus, the scholastic life of a young man who intends to be an engineer, a
chemist, or a practical geologist, or who is specially fitting himself to teach
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science, [would be] to a great degree spent in a truly academic atmosphere-
one in which knowledge and a capacity for inquiry are valued for their own
sake, and not measured by their use in economic employment [25].
A response to Shaler's essay appeared in the next issue of the Atlantic, written by
M.I.T.'s president, Francis Amasa Walker. No man was ever more suited to lead than
Walker; no man ever more respected or admired. Walker had been a patriot, scholar,
federal bureaucrat, and selected by Rogers himself as the man most able to fulfill
Rogers' dreams for M.I.T. [26]. Walker, who had led cavalrycharges in the Civil War,
was certainly capable of responding to Shaler's mischievous arguments. He first
rebutted the need for science scholars to be sheltered by a university. Such a need was
at variance with the facts, he wrote. Even at the Sheffield Scientific School, a School
founded in connection with a university, one which had achieved eminent success, the
relationship was less than perfect. Indeed, wrote Walker, the Sheffield had grown up
under the "total neglect" of the Yale Corporation. So little had Yale considered its
Science School that, when Batell Chapel was erected in 1873, no provision had been
made for giving the Sheffield undergraduate students seats in it! Moreover, the
Sheffield's budget was not its own. Requests for facilities and laboratory equipment
had to be approved by the University, a situation which in the latter decades of the
nineteenth century had proved intolerable. And the same administrative problems
were to be found at Columbia's School of Mines and Cornell's Sibley College [27].
Walker's full assault on Shaler's protective patronage argument was reserved for a
discussion of the students. Those pursuing a science education at schools attached to a
university, Shalpr had written, would be taking their courses with a student body
interested in a variety ofsubjects. Such associations Shaler regarded as advantageous,
applying to them the felicitous term "educative companionship." Walker found the
concept ludicrous.
The notion that because a young man is going, two or three years hence, to enter
a law school, a medical school, or a divinity school, he therefore contributes
some special flavor or savor to his class in chemistry or physics or geology or
mathematics today is carrying the doctrine offinal cause to an extreme [28].
Walker continued: "The fling at technical studies as less 'distinguished' than studies
which are pursued without a direct object is one heard often," he wrote, "but those who
use [the argument] have not seemed to me to show thereby their ownsuperiorliberality
of mind." Young men seeking to qualify for an "honorable and useful career" could be
equally disinterested.
Disinterestedness, in its true meaning, depends not upon the studies pursued,
not upon their immediate usefulness or uselessness, but upon thespirit in which
the student enters upon and pursues his work. Ifthere be intellectual honesty, if
there be zeal in investigation, ifthere be delight in discovery, ifthere befidelity
to the truth as it is discerned, nothing more can be asked by the educator of
highest aims [29].
Walker next considered Shaler's argument regarding the favorable "atmosphere"
for learning found at universities in comparison to science schools, implying that the
university campus was more conducive to learning than an institute located in a single
building. No one who had seen M.I.T. in Boston would deny this, wrote Walker, but
"the benefits of such environments were easily offset." The best atmosphere for a
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student, he argued, was that which a student himself brings with him; the next best
atmosphere was that created by "learned, laborious, and high-minded teachers; the
next best thatcreated by a body ofdevoted fellow-students, all intent upon the workof
preparation for life" [30]. Students of technology, as a body, applied themselves to
their tasks with "wonderful energy and enthusiam." They would doubtless benefit
considerably from a university education, and would bring much to it; but the young
men who selected technology schools did not "greatly care to go to schools where they
[were] not respected equally with the best; where all the praise and all the prizes
[went] to others; where the stained fingers and rough clothes of the laboratory
[marked] them as belonging to a class less distinguished than students of classics or
philosophy." Such prejudices and snobbishness were odious, and the technology
students wanted none of it [31].
Walker concluded with a paean to M.I.T.: "More than one detached school has
shown the liberality of sentiment, the comprehensiveness ofview, and the high moral
courage necessary to place and maintain technical education upon a lofty plane" [32].
M.I.T. was just one such school, and it is to M.I.T. that we now turn our full
attention.
III
William Rogers and Francis Amasa Walker had a clear, a certain and definite,
vision for M.I.T., one from which neither they nor their successors deviated. The
commercial and industrial age had dawned, the nation was growing rapidly and the
need was great for the technically minded and technically trained to maintain the new
growth industries of transportation, textiles, steel, mining, agriculture, and construc-
tion. Once Walker laid to rest the arguments ofShaler and other sentimentalists, "that
faculties of technology [filled] the minds and [starved] the souls of the young," they
never looked back. M.I.T. prospered and students from 23 states and eight foreign
countries filled, for example, the 1895 entering class of 1,200 students [33]. The
number of faculty, departments, and course offerings grew as well, and, by the end of
the century, M.I.T. students were matriculating in 13 different areas of study: civil
engineering, mechanical engineering, mining engineering and metallurgy, architec-
ture, chemistry, electrical engineering, biology, physics, chemical engineering, sani-
tary engineering, geology, naval architecture, and general studies (which included
economics, political science, German, French, history, and English) [34]. Rogers had
laid down a few simple, but far-reaching principles, as we have seen, the foremost of
which was the importance of being useful, or, in Rogers' words, "efficiency in the
science ofsociety."
Commenting in 191 1, Richard Maclaurin, M.I.T.'s fourth president, quoted from
Goethe: "How can man learn to know himself? Never by thinking, but bydoing" [35].
M.I.T. was a place fordoing, foraction; it was also a place "not for boys toplay, but for
men to work," as Walker was fond ofreiterating to each entering class of"Tech Men"
[36]. When students visited M.I.T. from the English High School, one of M.I.T.'s
principal feeder schools, as C.-E.A. Winslow had done in 1894, they were shown the
workshops and laboratories first, shown next the library, and then interviewed by the
directors of the various programs. After Winslow's lengthy interview session with
William T. Sedgwick, Sedgwick commented: "Well, Winslow, I think you can be a
useful man" [37]. M.I.T.'s powerful educational engine was driven by a dedicated and
distinguished faculty, each of whom infused in their students a burning ambition to
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excel and a desire to make their "generosity fruitful" by contributing substantially to
the "public good."
This spirit of usefulness pervaded M.I.T. It was apparent in each course, in each
speech ofits administrators, in each messageofitsalumni, ineach lectureofitsfaculty.
It was apparent in the physical science courses, the engineering courses, even the
general studies courses; but in no course was it more apparent than in those taught by
Sedgwick, who seemed the very embodiment of the concept, despite the fact that his
early scholarly career had been dedicated not to applied but to basic research.
Sedgwick graduated from Yale's Sheffield Scientific School in 1877 and spent two
years at Yale's Medical College, where he served as a teaching assistant to Russell
Chittenden, but for the most part was bored by the primarily didactic nature of the
program taught by community physicians too busy to keep up with the scientific
literature or to encourage young students to higher aspirations [38].
Such an educational program Sedgwick found profoundly unattractive, and he
abandoned it, having the good fortune to be recommended and accepted for a
fellowship in biology at the Johns Hopkins University. It was at Hopkins thatSedgwick
experienced the uncommon vitality of scholarly research, for here had Daniel Coit
Gilman assembled Sylvester in mathematics, Gildersleeve in the classics, Rowland in
physics, Remsen in chemistry, and Martin in biology.
Biology was from the start one of the principal features of Hopkins. Indeed, Gilman
had invited Thomas Henry Huxley to deliver the address at the formal opening in 1876
ofthe Johns Hopkins University. In this famous address, Huxley discussed elementary
education, admissions policy, primary and secondary schools, courses ofstudy leading
to higher degrees, the Johns Hopkins Hospital and the object and essentials of medical
education, the new science, and the need for research.
The future ofthe world [hesaid] lies in the hands ofthose who are able to carry
the interpretation of nature a step further than their predecessors; so certain is
it that the highest function of a university is to seek out those men, cherish
them, and give their ability to serve their kind full play .... My own conviction
is that the best investigators are usually those who have also the responsibilities
of instruction, gaining thus the incitement ofcolleagues, the encouragement of
pupils, and the observation ofthe public [39].
Such principles were embodied not in the practice ofmedicine, but only in a career
which led to teaching and research. Sedgwick soon came under the influence ofNewell
Martin, serving as fellow and instructor in Martin's lab and eventually receiving in
1881 the degree Doctor of Philosophy for a dissertation entitled: "The Influence of
Quinine in the Reflex Excitability of the Spinal Cord." For the next two years,
Sedgwick served as Associate in Biology and received shortly thereafter a call from
M.I.T., in 1883, to take up the duties of an assistant professor of biology in a
department which, since 1867, had previously been named "Natural History."
Sedgwick's appointment was one ofthe first academic chairs in the United States to
be so designated and, fresh from studies with Martin, Sedgwick intended to have
biology take its rightful place with the physical sciences and, with other courses, such
as comparative anatomy, histology, and physiology, serve as a premedical course of
instruction, one such as had escaped him at the Sheffield, and which at that time had
eluded most college students intent upon a career in medicine.
Despite so logical a position, Sedgwick was unable to attract many students to the
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field ofbiology. Only a few students from M.I.T. went on to medical school and, try as
he might, he could not convince students of the potential of this field of study. M.I.T.
students were interested, it seems, more in applied than in basic science, and Sedgwick
was forced to adapt his work to more practical areas, for example, by offering courses
in bacteriology to students enrolled in M.I.T.'s civil engineering program and by
lecturing to high school teachers, enrolled as external students, about the new science.
Biological studies at M.I.T., then, expediently and properly, followed another line,
into bacteriology and microbiology, and for very good reason. The 1870s and 1880s
witnessed the important work ofPasteur and Koch. The germ oftuberculosis had been
discovered in 1882, and the etiologic agents causing cholera, tetanus, diphtheria, and
typhoid fever discovered very soon thereafter. Those working in this nascent field,
Major G.M. Sternberg ofthe United States Army, T.J. Burrill, professor ofbotany at
the University ofIllinois, and H.J. Detmers ofthe Department ofAgriculture, together
with Sedgwick, perhaps the only persons in the nation engaged in the study ofthe new
science of bacteriology, recognized almost immediately the significance ofits applica-
tions to sanitary science.
Concurrent with these discoveries, state officials in Massachusetts had turned their
attention toward the sanitary condition of the water supplies and rivers of the
Commonwealth [40]. Members ofM.I.T.'s faculty had already been asked to prepare,
on behalf of the State Board of Health, chemical and biological studies of the water
supply problems ofMassachusetts. In 1888, Sedgwick had been placed inchargeofthe
research program of the Lawrence Experiment Station and in 1890 issued a major
report ofthe Station's biological research ofsewage and filtration [41]. In subsequent
years, Sedgwick also investigated the typhoid fever epidemics which had occurred in
the Merrimack Valley, especially in Lowell and Lawrence, employing both epidemio-
logic methodology and bacteriologic and chemical analysis, and, as well, investigated
another typhoid fever outbreak, in Springfield, due to infected milk [42].
Francis Amasa Walker had commented on the potential of these new studies and
consultations in his 1888 annual report.
The great advances recently made in this line of investigation ["sanitary
bacteriology"], and the almost limitlesspossibilities ofthe futurein this respect,
have notonly caused the mindsofmanyofour students to turn in that direction,
but have created a demand from outside for skilled bacteriologists, which up to
this time the Institute has not been able fully to meet [43].
Bacteriological studies at M.I.T. were soon applied to the study of brewing,
controlling the fermentative processes occurring in milk, butter, and cheese, in canning
and food preservation, in tanning, tobacco curing, and in the manufacture of various
acids and dyes. And, of course, bacteriology was also applied to public health, to
determining and preserving "the purity ofpublic supplies (such as air, water, milk, and
ice) as well as the more urgent and difficult problems of drainage and sewerage." As
Winslow wrote in 1906, about his own experiences at M.I.T.:
A whole field ofnovel sciences has grown up, bound together by the fact that all
bear on a single biological problem-the adaptation of the human mechanism
to its environment, and in particular in relation to certain microparasites.
Taken together they form what is practially a new profession, founded on its
own special basis of pure knowledge-the profession ofsanitary science [44].
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Within a few years of his arrival, then, the chief aim of Sedgwick's emergent
Department of Biology, which in subsequent years was renamed Department of
Biology and Public Health, became primarily "tofurnish recruits for thegreatsanitary
campaign"; and it was from his Department ofBiology and the collateral Department
of Sanitary Engineering that such recruits emerged, to take their place, as laborato-
rians and engineers, alongside physicians. The laboratorians and engineers, he
believed, could also serve as planners, evaluators, and administrators, as it was no
longer necessary for those medically trained to be the chief executives. After all, he
reasoned, the physician, in the course of his medical training, found very little in the
medical syllabus that considered public health.
Sedgwick eventually concluded that sanitary science, or public health, based on the
new science, should stand alone as a professional discipline. Public health, he believed,
should no longer be merely a "subsidiary function" of the practice of medicine.
Medicine might very well be the "mother ofsanitaryscience," but it was now time for a
proud parent to understand that its child had attained majority [45]. Moreover, the
two fields had become unrelated, distinctly detached from one another. Medicine, for
example, was interested in disease; sanitary science in health.
Curative and preventive medicine had already been separated in schools of
medicine, and in a speech before the American Public Health Association Sedgwick
pointed to this dichotomy of interest:
It is today absurd for the average well-trained medical student to think of
becoming an expert in such branches of hygiene as water supply, sewage,
heating and ventilation, street building, street cleaning and watering, garbage
collection and disposal, gas and other forms of light supply, ice supply, milk
supply, the abatement of nuisances, etc. These belong rather to the sanitary
engineer, sanitary chemist, and sanitary biologist; to sanitation rather than
hygiene [46].
Here, then, was a call to a new profession, one which Sedgwick and his M.I.T.
colleagues were ready to advance and develop. Sedgwick reasoned as follows: The
physican was already in place, but was primarily trained to diagnose and cure disease.
Physicians understood the new science, but their interests and responsibilities were not
similar to the interests of those in sanitary science. Indeed, there were really three
professional interests to be addressed: the physician, the laboratorian, and the
engineer.
Winslow addressed these divergent careers in his 1906 paper. Public health was
concerned with thecontrol ofcontagious diseases, which included diagnosis, laboratory
examination, isolation, disinfection, and serum therapy. Health departments were
usually staffed by two types ofexperts, those, for example, who were clinically trained
physicians, who could diagnose disease, administer antitoxin, and inspect schools, and
thosewho weretrained in laboratory diagnosis, whodid not need a medicaltraining but
one instead in chemistry, histology, and bacteriology. This latter group, who would be
best trained in scientific departments or scientific schools and not in medical schools,
were responsible for preparing vaccines and serums, preparing cultures, testing
disinfectants, and determining infectious agents in milk, ice, water supplies, or food.
They were the trained laboratory specialists, those who applied pure science to the
work of public hygiene, and who had already attained professional status and
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recognition, as evidenced in the newly established Laboratory Section ofthe American
Public Health Association [47].
The third group were the sanitary engineers, the men who "[dealt] directly with the
inanimate environment and remodeled it in accordance with theadviceofthe physician
and the laboratory expert." Winslow added that the sanitary engineer had risen to a
supreme importance, especially with "the aggregation of masses of people in great
cities," making the problem of healthful conditions at once more difficult and more
imperative. "The city [was] an organism which [demanded] as the first essential for its
life a supply of pure water, food, and air, and the removal of its waste products," he
wrote. There was a need also for engineering experts in ventilation, heating, housing,
and industrial hygiene, such recruits as would be trained in the Department ofSanitary
Engineering at M.I.T. [48].
Here then was the focus ofthe new public health: biology and sanitary engineering.
Sedgwick's Department of Biology would develop the laboratory expert, who in some
cases ofspecial aptitude would later become a health officer or administrator. For such
training, a student, as had Winslow and his colleagues, enrolled in a rigorous and
demanding program which included courses in general chemistry and bacteriology,
advanced courses in the chemistry and bacteriology ofair, water, and food, clinical and
microscopical examination of foods and drugs, the principles of sanitary science and
municipal sanitation, vital statistics, and the study of parasitology as applied to the
laboratory diagnosis of the infectious diseases. Winslow also was required to take
courses in the bacteriology of sewage and water, geology, mineralogy, social welfare,
three mathematics courses, and courses in German, English literature, social welfare,
and history [49].
Collateral to the program in biology, was M.I.T.'s Department of Sanitary
Engineering, organized on the triple base of engineering, chemistry, and biology.
Students who enrolled in this department were trained as civil engineers, in surveying,
railroad and highway engineering, stereotomy, applied mechanics, structures, and
hydraulics. Following these courses, the students were taught the rudiments of
chemistry and biology, "since sanitary engineers were to an extent also chemists in
order that they [should know how to] plan and interpret sanitary analyses. Similarly,
the sanitary engineer "[would have to] be to some extent a biologist, acquainted with
the significance of bacteriology and the laws which [governed] the causation of
disease" [50].
Advanced course work was also available for students at M.I.T.'s Sanitary Research
Laboratory and Sewage Experiment Station. Founded in 1902 after an anonymous
donor had made available $5,000, the Sanitary Research Laboratory was to determine
how best to improve methods of sewage disposal, "especially those adapted to large
cities," and established also for the following purposes:
(1) For keeping up with the investigations ofthe best men in all countries; (2)
For utilizing this knowledge in the work of the Institute; (3) For original
experiment; (4) For distributing all over our country in such words that they
who [are responsible for city health and sewage] may read the results of the
work; and (5) For inciting the students to make plain and simple statements of
the results oftheir studies [51].
The Sanitary Research Laboratory began operations in July 1903, under the
direction of Sedgwick, with Winslow, then an instructor in sanitary bacteriology at
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M.I.T., Biologist-in-Charge, and E.B. Phelps, also of M.I.T. and soon to be associated
as chemist at the Lawrence Experiment Station of the State Board of Health, as
research chemist and bacteriologist. Appearing in the volumes of published papers
emanating from the Laboratory were research papers which considered Boston
sewage, microscopic enumeration ofbacteria in sewage effluent, septic tanks, sand and
contact beds, and trickling filters. Graduate students from other programs collab-
orated on research projects, as did personnel from the United States Geological Survey
and from other state agencies [52].
The succcess of Sedgwick's program was readily apparent. In 1906, when Winslow
completed his review of the teaching program at M.I.T., he had found that 12 M.I.T.
graduates presently held positions with the Massachusetts State Board of Health: five
as engineers, five as chemists, and two as biologists, including the biologist of the
Lawrence Experiment Station. InOhio, theengineering departmentoftheState Board
of Health was composed entirely of M.I.T. graduates. The State Boards of Health of
New York and Minnesota had each appointed new chiefengineers, both ofwhom were
Tech men. The chiefengineer ofthe State Water Commission ofPennsylvania and his
first assistant were Tech men, as were the chemists and biologists of boards in New
Jersey, Maryland, Louisiana, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Iowa. An
M.I.T. graduate even had been hired by the United States Geological Survey to study
water and stream pollution problems.
Similarly, M.I.T. furnished health officers, bacteriologists, and chemists for many
municipal departments, and Winslow cited as examples Richmond, Boston, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, New Orleans, and Albany, as well as many smaller municipalities in New
York and New Jersey [53].
The battle had been joined. The expected results were already being tabulated.
Death rates and morbidity rates had fallen and would more than likely continue to fall,
as the nation built more sewage systems and waste disposal plants and as M.I.T. and
schools or programs like M.I.T. trained more laboratorians and sanitary engineers to
staffand administer state and local health departments. As Winslow wrote, somewhat
exultantly:
This is the field for [M.I.T.'s] graduates in sanitary science. The Biological
Department continues to offer a fundamental scientific training to those
entering upon the study and practice of medicine. It prepares men and women
for theteaching ofnatural science in the school, the high school, and thecollege.
It furnishes specialists in the increasing applications of biology to the develop-
ment of the arts and industries. Its chief function, however, is to train recruits
for the new crusade against disease; and this function is limited only by the
number ofvolunteers and by the facilities necessary for their equipment [54].
Regarding the primary sanitary expert to whom Winslow had made reference, the
physician in public health work, M.I.T. had much to offer, but very few takers.
Sedgwick had slanted the biology course toward sanitary science and, with a few minor
modifications, easily developed a two-year course ofstudy for physicians. He lamented
the fact that so few of the nation's medical schools had made the attempt to educate
their students to serve as sanitary experts, especially at a time when such experts were
sorely needed. He believed that thegeneral impression, that a medical degree qualified
someone for public health work, was wrong and should be set right. As Winslow wrote
regarding this problem: "The ordinary physician [was] no better fitted for this side of
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public health work than the ordinary civil engineer or the ordinary systematic biologist
[was] for theirs" [55]. Despite the opportunity for training graduate physicians at
M.I.T., by 1921, the year of Sedgwick's death, only a handful had matriculated from
Sedgwick's department, a situation which was also to prove true for Yale, as we shall
soon see.
IV
The story I shall now relate moves in two directions, one toward Harvard and Milton
Rosenau and George Whipple and the other toward Yale and Charles-Edward Amory
Winslow. The problem of public health education for physicians had troubled
Sedgwick for over 40 years. If the public health campaign was to succeed, the trained
physician would have to take his proper place in the scheme ofthings. Sedgwick early
had recognized that public health administration was bound to medicine. Both fields
were distinct, but if real success were to be realized the roles of the non-medically
trained laboratorian and sanitary engineer would have to be coordinated. In 1914, the
potential for this ideal was fulfilled, for it was on June 11 of that year that the first
Certificate of Public Health (C.P.H.) was conferred on students matriculating from
the School for Health Officers of Harvard University and M.I.T. The origins of this
school may be traced to 1912, when Harvard's Professor Whipple met with Harvard's
President Lowell at the Colonial Club, the latter asking the former to think ofways to
develop a coordinated plan which would link Whipple's Department of Sanitary
Engineering with M.I.T., leading to a course of study for health officers. Meetings
followed with M.I.T.'s President Maclaurin, Professor Sedgwick, and Harvard's
Professor Milton Rosenau, the latter having served since 1909 as chairman of
Harvard's Deparment of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene. In May 1913, the plans
took further form when Harvard's Board of Overseers appointed Sedgwick, Rosenau,
and Whipple as members of the new School's Administrative Board, with similar
action being taken by M.I.T.'s Executive Committee shortly thereafter (July 1913).
Sedgwick served as the Board's first chairman, Rosenau as director, and Whipple as
secretary and treasurer [56].
The object of the School, as stated by Rosenau, was:
To prepare young men for public health work and especially to fit them to
occupy administrative positions as health officers, or members of boards of
health, or sanitary agents, district health inspectors or technical experts of
health organization.... [The School intends to] provide the scientific ground-
work in the sanitary sciences which underlies efficient health administration.
The country needs leaders in every community fitted to guide and instruct the
people in the art ofhygienic living; qualified to direct the expenditure ofenergy,
time and money in public health work into fruitful channels; and able to initiate
plans to meet novel conditions as they arise [57].
Admission requirements were very strict, as the Board believed it imperative to pick
only men ofconsiderable technical preparation. Although the medical degree was not a
"prerequisite" for the degree, candidates were advised to become medically qualified
before specializing in public health work. The principal reason for this advice was the
fact that preferment for positions and advancement to higher administrative positions
appeared to come more readily to those who already possessed the M.D. degree [58].
Nonetheless, those who had matriculated B.S. from M.I.T. in biology and public health,
and from other recognized institutions, would be admitted on their records, as were
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Masters of Civil Engineering of Harvard or similar degree recipients in Sanitary
Engineering from M.I.T. These later candidates, however, were to be required to devote
at least a year in preparation before being accepted as candidates for the C.P.H. degree.
In addition, other graduates of technical or scientific schools or colleges would be
admitted, provided their collegiate courses included course work in physics, chemistry,
biology, French, and German; but such students would be required to spend two or more
years in preparation before being declared eligible for candidacy for the C.P.H.
In addition to the C.P.H. degree, the School for Health Officers also offered the
Doctor of Public Health degree (Dr.P.H.). As with the C.P.H., candidates were
admitted without the M.D. degree, such as those who wished to specialize in sanitary
engineering, sanitary architecture, sanitary biology, sanitary chemistry, demography,
or other branches ofpublic health work. The program for this category ofstudents was
to extend over four years, including the submission ofan acceptable thesis "embodying
the results of original research." For the M.D.s, those who already possessed a
knowledge ofsanitary engineering, vital statistics, and preventive medicine, the course
was for no less than one year (although Rosenau had himself believed that it would be
impossible to accomplish all the requirements in such a short period of time) and,
included as well the presentation of an acceptable thesis containing results of original
research. An additional requirement was for each candidate to prepare a sanitary
survey of a city, a requirement Rosenau considered of great importance in the
education of future health officers [59].
The faculty of the combined program was impressive. Over 70 courses were
threaded together, by Whipple and his associates in sanitary engineering and in
demography at Cambridge; by Sedgwick, Prescott, Dewey, and others at M.I.T.; by
Rosenau, Theobold Smith, and Richard Strong at the Harvard School of Tropical
Medicine; and by Ernst and others at the Harvard Medical School. The courses
included everything we would expect to find in an advanced public health program
(preventive medicine and sanitary science, personal hygiene, public health administra-
tion, sanitary biology and sanitary chemistry, special pathology, communicable
diseases, sanitary engineering, and demography), and, as well, special courses and
lectures in infant mortality, social service work, mental hygiene, oral prophylaxis, the
prevention of ear, nose, and throat disease, hygiene of the eyes, industrial hygiene and
medicine, eugenics, genetics, and sanitary law [60].
But more needed to be done. Physicians entered the program, but not in the numbers
expected. Sedgwick wished to press further ahead, and perhaps beyond, the advanced
School for Health Officers. Moreover, Sedgwick was troubled by the administrative
plan of the School. Neither M.I.T. nor Harvard wished to give the School complete
autonomy. The degrees the students received, for example, were unique to the School,
as neither M.I.T. nor Harvard would agree to joint degrees, which meant that neither
institution was willing to legitimize the School's students with parental blessings. For
these and other reasons, including Sedgwick's primal loyalty to M.I.T., something
which transcended even his loyalty to his science and the field of public health,
Sedgwick developed a new plan. His proposal, set forth in a December 8, 1916,
memorandum to President Maclaurin, was for a new M.I.T. Institute of Public Health
[61].
The plan was bold, unique, and comprehensive. An Institute would be created,
subdivided into four principal parts:
1. A Division for School Health Officers
2. A Division of Testing and Research
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3. A Division ofPublicity and Education
4. A Division ofLibrary and Museum
The Divisionfor Health Officers was derivative of programs of the Harvard-M.I.T.
School, as the M.I.T. Institute would be designed for medical and other advanced
science graduates, college graduates, special students, and technicians and would
award the C.P.H., the Doctor of Public Health, and the Sanitary Inspector's
Certificate. The Division of Testing and Research, which would be "the central
nucleus" of the whole establishment, would have the following subdivisions: (1)
Laboratories, (2) Sanitary Engineering, (3) Vital and Social Statistics, (4) Personal
Hygiene (and Applied Physiology), (5) Epidemiology, (6) Industrial Hygiene, and (7)
Sanitary Law. The laboratories would be devoted to work in economics, bacteriology,
pathology, biochemistry, diagnosis, and the production ofsera and vaccines, while the
sanitary engineering subdivision would deal with water supply, sewage, water purifica-
tion, sewage purification, garbage collection and disposal, street cleaning, and the
mechnical aspects of ventilation. The Division ofPublicity and Education would be
'in the hands of a carefully selected man,' one experienced in public health promotion
by means of "lectures, posters, leaflets, booklets, advertisements, lantern slides,
moving pictures, textbooks, school books, and manuscripts." And the Division of
Library and Museum would be under the direction of a competent librarian/curator,
who would assemble a suitable library and museum containing not only the regular
books and periodicals germane to the subject, but the very numerous reports of state
and local Boards of Health, the publications of the U.S. Public Health Service,
historical documents, "apparatus historical or otherwise important," and stock
cultures of microbes of all sorts, together with models and diagrams suitable for
reference or for use in the conduct ofpractical Board of Health work.
Sedgwick's plan was expensive. Forty thousand dollars would be necessary for
salaries for faculty, staff, apparatus, and supplies. In addition, a building would be
necessary, and the land upon which it would be built, a sum expected to exceed
$200,000; so that if the plan were to be undertaken, $1,000,000 would need to be
raised.
Sedgwick concluded his report with the revealing comment:
Perhaps I ought to emphasize more than I have done my profound conviction
that the need for an institution of this kind is today ofthe gravest and the time
the most opportune. Never before in the history ofthe human race has so much
interest been felt as it is felt today in personal and public health; never before
has the scientific knowledge available been so abundant or so easily applied;
never before have communities and individuals stood as ready as they are today
to make fundamental reform in their Boards of Health and the work which
these Boards may do.
The opportunity for rapid work in every direction is unparalleled, and the
promise so inspiring that I find it difficult to write with the necessary reserve
[62].
Nothing came of Sedgwick's bold venture, and he found it necessary to rein in his
characteristic enthusiasm. As told so well by Elizabeth Fee, the monies necessary to
implement such a plan went not to M.I.T., Harvard, Pennsylvania, Michigan, or
Columbia, but instead to Johns Hopkins [63].
What now ofYale and Winslow, Sedgwick's most dedicated pupil anddisciple? The
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Yale program has two antecedents, one dating from 1907, in the form of a recommen-
dation from Irving Fisher, professor of political economy at Yale, and the other in the
form of a bequest from the family of Anna M.R. Lauder, arriving in the hands of the
Yale Secretary in 1914. Fisher in 1907 drafted a proposal which was sent to a
colleague, Dr. George Blumer, professor of medicine at Yale. With a minor reorgani-
zation of courses already being offered, in the Sheffield Scientific School and the
graduate and medical schools, Fisher believed that an outstanding public health
program could be developed. The medical school already offered courses in hygiene
and bacteriology; in the economics department could be found several faculty members
"particularly interested in the sociologic applications of preventive medicine," and the
Scientific School had "already made a reputation for itself in sanitary engineering and
dietetics [64]."
Together with Blumer and a third colleague, the physiological chemist, Lafayette
Mendel, Fisher prepared an outline for a new department which they believed could be
called either "Public Health and Public Service" or "Hygiene and Philanthropy."
Students matriculating in the proposed department would have to meet the strict
prerequisites of the graduate school and be expected to take a total of 41 courses,
including courses in anthropology, bacteriology, law, natural and physical sciences,
"public hygiene" (which comprised vital statistics, sanitary administration, quaran-
tine, and occupational health), tropical medicine, and "economics and labor history,"
"poverty and crime," and "practical philanthropy." The graduates of such a program
would receive a diploma ofsome sort and were expected to enter any number ofpublic
health and welfare positions in charity and voluntary associations or settlement houses,
or to become public health officers or public health nurses.
The plan never got off the ground, as the faculty of the medical school considered it
unwieldy, desultory, and unfocused. The clinical and scientific aspects were not
unified, and the students, many ofwhom would enter with different backgrounds, were
expected to seek mutually exclusive goals. Better, wrote Yandell Henderson, if the
program deleted the roles of the Sheffield Scientific and Graduate Schools, and be
redesigned for medical students only, who would take, concurrent with their medical
school courses, an additional comprehensive course in "sanitary science." If this
revised plan were accepted, medical students at the completion of their course of
studies would receive both the M.D. degree and a second degree, the Diploma in Public
Health, the latter a degree awarded then only in Great Britain and Canada.
The plan set forth by Fisher and his colleagues and the revised plan advanced by
Henderson were both ruled "inoperable" by the Yale Corporation and never imple-
mented. So, whereas public health programs had already been established at M.I.T.,
Harvard, Pennsylvania, and Michigan, Yale demurred and remained oblivious to both
its own resources and the opportunities in this new discipline until 1914 when, as a
result of an intense fund-raising effort planned to coincide with the Centennial of the
School ofMedicine, the University received a substantial endowment of$500,000 from
the Lauder family for the specific purpose of establishing a chair in public health
[65].
There were restrictions on the bequest. The professorship, for example, was to be
offered to a physician experienced in public health and sanitary affairs, someone
capable ofdealing effectively with the public and astute in politics, especially necessary
as a stated objective was that the department lead the drive to revise existing public
health laws and redesign the administrative public health program of the state.
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Many suggestions were forthcoming from public health and medical leaders,
including Biggs, Sedgwick, Rosenau, Jordan, Park, and Westbrook. Recommended
were Joseph Goldberger, Wade Hampton Frost, John Anderson, George McCoy (all of
the U.S. Public Health Service) and other prominent sanitary engineers, bacteriolo-
gists, and health officers. The choice, ultimately, fell on a non-physician, Charles-
Edward Amory Winslow, whose own career had served as a paradigm for the
non-medically trained public health expert.
Winslow was (forever, itseems) oneof"Sedgwick's Boys [66]." He received his B.S.
from M.I.T. in 1898, his M.S. a year later, and for the next ten years was a member of
Sedgwick's department and the biologist at the Sanitary Research Station. Winslow
next went to Chicago as a half-term replacement for Professor E.O. Jordan and, in
1910, was called to C.C.N.Y. as an associate professor of biology, while concurrently
appointed curator of public health at the American Museum of Natural History.
Shortly thereafter he was hired by Hermann Biggs to serve as director ofpublicity in
the New York State Department of Health, and, in 1915, received the call to Yale to
serve as Lauder Professor and Chairman ofthe Department ofPublic Health at Yale.
Why Winslow was ultimately selected is conjecture, for no document exists which
precisely answers this question. There are, however, a number of explanations,
including the very strong recommendations written on his behalf by Biggs, Sedgwick,
and Henry Fairfield Osborn, the latter director of the American Museum. Sedgwick
had indoctrinated Winslow in the sciences basic to public health and Biggs had tutored
Winslow to appreciate and reckon with those external forces ofsloth, ennui, and greed
which retarded and occasionally engulfed public health goals. Reviewing Winslow's
recommendations and publications, Blumer doubtless recognized that Winslow's
potential, as scientist, administrator, and emergent statesman, was best suited to set
the agenda for the new department.
Unlike M.I.T., Yale's Department of Public Health was to be situated within the
medical school. It was not a school of public health or an institute, and this
administrative peculiarity may serve as another explanation as to why Winslow had
been selected. Winslow understood theadministrative structureofYale University and
his objectives for Yale's new department were compatible with the programs of the
University's three major scientific components, the Graduate School, the Scientific
School, and the School of Medicine. When Blumer and Winslow met to negotiate the
position, Winslow expressed theopinion that public health at Yale should notduplicate
educational programs already in place elsewhere. Instead, Winslow decided to focus
his attention on "the education of undergraduate medical students along the lines of
preventive medicine" [67].
Unlike Sedgwick at M.I.T., Winslow seemed to be in a perfect location to enlighten
the medical students about public health and the great potential for serving the public
good ifthey proceeded into public health careers. He not only intended to pervade the
"preventive spirit" in his courses, but to capture a handful of the "right sort" for the
public health campaign.
But despite the fact that Winslow's department was assigned by the curriculum
committee 150 hours for course and field work, despite his ability to effect close
working relationships with and cooperation from medical school colleagues, including
the dean, despite his ability to effect relationships with the other University depart-
ments and programs, and despite the fact that Winslow's courses in the 1920s and
1930s included contemporary medical care topics and seminars, Winslow was singu-
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larly unsuccessful in convincing medical students to go on in public health. His courses
and lectures doubtless "broadened theirvision," but his primary responsibility became,
as had been true ofSedgwick, programmatic instruction for non-physicians leading to
the C.P.H. and Ph.D. degrees and, for graduate physicians, the Dr.P.H. degree.
The phrase, "broadening vision," in the case of Yale medical students, is worthy of
another paragraph. One of Winslow's greatest talents was diplomacy. As Yale began
to revise its curriculum, reducing the number ofhours reserved for didactic lectures, in
a word "streamlining" the curriculum by salvaging over 1,500 hours, a policy which
resulted in the reduction of Winslow's own curriculum by 45 hours, Winslow sought to
influence medical education in another direction, toward the realm ofsocial medicine.
The dean of the School of Medicine, Milton Winternitz, wished to give Yale a
personality, to set it apart from other front-rank schools. One way to achieve this goal
was to develop a new educational plan of instruction, whereby students would be
encouraged to enroll in elective courses, be required to pass only two comprehensive
examinations (instead of countless course examinations) and engage in independent
research leading to an M.D. thesis, all the while advancing at their own pace through
the curriculum [68].
A second means of setting Yale apart was a plan for a new collaborative research
and training institute, the Institute for Human Relations (I.H.R.) [69]. Winternitz
believed that medicine had become atomized, narrow, provincial. Physicians had
become specialists, turning ever inward, unaware of the society around them,
unappreciative of the social, cultural, political, economic, legal, even theological
aspects of health and disease. The School needed more light. Together with the deans
of the law and graduate schools, Winternitz developed a program whereby medical
students would be educated together with students oftheSchools ofLaw, Nursing, and
Divinity and take courses offered in the Departments of Psychology, Industrial
Relations, Sociology, and Social Work. From such a program would emerge a new
physician, one attuned to a broader, more realistic world of the patient seen as a whole
person.
This plan ultimately failed. As more and more advances were being made in the
basic and clinical sciences, the belief that I.H.R. would solve societal problems,
problems ofunemployment, poverty, welfare, and poor nutrition, was seen by many as
misguided. Winslow had played a valuable role in helping Winternitz conceptualize
I.H.R. and in helping Winternitz to hone his arguments to further advance social
medicine; but, in the end, mere geographic proximity had not worked its magic. The
fact that core faculty representing cognate disciplines were located in a single building
had not necessarily meant that outstanding collaborative research would be achieved.
I.H.R. failed because medicine had once again become reductionist, and the medical
school curriculum, at Yale and elsewhere, soon reflected a return to its original mission
and traditional concerns: the patient and not the community; sickness and not health;
cure and not prevention-all goals at variance with the philosophy ofpublic health.
V
Let us ieave Yale and turn momentarily to Michigan and Pennsylvania. As we have
seen, the period immediately prior and subsequent to the Civil War had been a period
of major industrial growth. New jobs were created and science schools established
(thanks to the Morrill Land Act) to provide society with technologically trained
leaders. Cities grew in size as immigrants and others gravitated there to find
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employment and a better life. The major epidemics of the mid-nineteenth century
revealed the need for a protective arm in the form ofbenevolent public health to guard
against societal diseases: cholera, typhoid, tuberculosis. Nascent health departments
emerged in the mid-1800s, in Louisiana (1855), and in the states of Massachusetts
(1869), California (1870), Virginia and Minnesota (1872). Impressed by the success
being achieved in Massachusetts and elsewhere, Dr. H.B. Baker framed a bill which,
enacted in 1873, established the Michigan State Board of Health [70].
Bacteriology developed early at Michigan. Two years before Sedgwick had arrived
at M.I.T., the Board ofRegents ofthe University of Michigan established a School of
Political Science. Among the courses listed in the Bulletin was one in sanitary science
taught by Dr. V.C. Vaughan, then an assistant professor of physiological chemistry.
Vaughan's one-term elective course, offered in October 1881, included 12 main topics,
one of which considered ferments and germs, physiological fermentation, disease
germs, filth diseases, antiseptics and disinfectants, quarantine, and vaccination. In
1884 Vaughan proposed a new course, to be offered under the aegis ofthe Department
of Chemistry. Called at first "Sanitary Examinations," the course, which dealt with
the analysis of water, foods, and drugs, was eventually redesignated "Methods of
Hygiene" [71].
In 1883, Vaughan was appointed to the Michigan State Board of Health and
investigated numerous outbreaks of water- and food-borne disease. He realized that
the State Board needed its own laboratory to assist in scientific examinations, and
decided that the best location for such a lab would be the University. The Board of
Regents were eventually persuaded by his arguments and established a Laboratory of
Hygiene in which original clinical, microscopical, and biological investigations were to
be carried out. Attention was to be given to the analysis of water, the adulteration of
food, and the practical investigation of other problems ofsanitary science. Primarily,
however, the Laboratory of Hygiene was established owing to a rash of outbreaks of
food poisoning, especially as a result of milk and cheese adulteration. The outbreaks
had been so severe that thestate's cheese industry had been threatened with extinction.
In the same way that Sedgwick, as a member of the Massachusetts State Board of
Health, had mobilized resources to contain the typhoid outbreaks occurring in towns
and cities along Massachusetts rivers and streams, Vaughan, a member ofMichigan's
State Board, tackled the problems of the cheese industry. After numerous studies,
Vaughan eventually determined that the conditions in the processing plants were
primitive. No one, he wrote, had thought at the time to clean the udders of cows, nor
had anyone thought it necessary to require that the milker wash his hands or draw the
milk in clean receptacles. Vaughan drew up rules of inspection, enlisted the coopera-
tion ofthe principal players, and the epidemic was contained.
Recognizing the economic benefits of the State Board's scientific endeavors, the
Michigan Business Men's Association backed the Board and petitioned the University
Board of Regents to appropriate sufficient funds to establish at the University a
Hygienic Laboratory, with the following objectives: (1) research into the causation of
disease, (2) examination of food and drink and other materials which might be sent to
the Laboratory by physicians and health officers, and (3) instruction of students in
bacteriology. Reminiscing about these events in a letter written in 1926 to Winslow,
Vaughan admitted that the petition never had the "full-hearted support" of the
University authorities, but the request could not be ignored, owing to the strong
statewide support of the state's commercial interests. One hundred thousand dollars
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was eventually appropriated by the state legislature and, in 1887, the new Laboratory
of Hygiene was officially dedicated. Vaughan was appointed professor of hygiene and
physiological chemistry and director, and Frederick Novy, a man ofuncommon ability,
appointed instructor in hygiene and physiological chemistry [72].
Michigan's Hygienic Laboratory developed quickly. Vaughan and Novy went
abroad to work in Koch's laboratory in 1888. New apparatus and equipment was
purchased, and a course of instruction prepared on a host of topics, including
bacteriology and sanitary science.
More systematic professional public health education was established in May of
1911 when the Regents gave the medical faculty permission to "provide for a course of
two years' instruction, leading to the Doctor of Public Health (D.P.H.)." The Regents
believed that there was "a great demand, and a growing one," for health officials who
should know not only medicine, but the "principles of heating, ventilation, plumbing,
sewage and garbage disposal, and about water supplies and methods of purification of
water." The requirements for admission to the D.P.H. were for candidates to have both
a B.S. and an M.D., conferred by the University of Michigan, or from a "medical
school ofequivalent standing." The course was to extend for two years, half to be given
by the medical school and half by the Department of Engineering [73].
The Regents also established the degree of Master of Science in Public Health,
designed as a one-year course of study for post-baccalaureate candidates who
possessed the M.D. degree. The students were not only required to complete their
course work satisfactorily, but each was "to carry out a piece of original investigation
of sufficient value, and ... present a thesis on the same" [74].
By 1916, the "and" an M.D. degree was changed and "or" an M.D. degree
substituted, doubtless owing to the fact that Vaughan had experienced the same
difficulty as had Sedgwick, Rosenau, and Winslow [75]. Laboratorians and sanitary
engineers were needed for the great sanitary campaign, as were physicians trained in
sanitary science, but if the physicians remained uninterested then the schools would
have to inure themselves to the inevitable and turn their attention in another direction:
the non-medically trained sanitarian. As Winslow had determined at Yale, however,
all was not lost, because one could still attempt to capture for public health the medical
students; and, if not captured, at least make them cognizant of the preventive spirit.
Vaughan, in the early 1920s, was to teach at Michigan, as Winslow had done at
Yale, the principles of hygiene and public health to hundreds of medical students [76].
Whether or not any ofthem proceeded to careers in public health is uncertain. Medical
students at Michigan, as was true of Yale, had simply not bought the argument of
service in the public good.
And the same was to hold true at Pennsylvania. Public health education at
Pennsylvania dates from the period following the Civil War. The war had brought to
the nation's consciousness, as the great waves of epidemics had done, the need for
hygienic practices, in military camps and hospitals as well as in urban centers [77]. In
the early 1870s, a chair in hygiene had been awarded to Henry Hartshorne, who, in
1877, was succeeded briefly by Horace Binney Hare and Joseph Richardson.
Additional faculty were appointed (N. Arthur Randolph, Seneca Egbert, and espe-
cially Samuel Dixon, about whom we shall learn more in a moment) [78], but it was
not until 1889, based on a bequest by Henry C. Lea, that a building was established to
house the Department of Hygiene, soon to be an Institute, if William Pepper, Provost
of the University and one of the nation's leading medical statesmen and academic
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administrators, had anything to say about the matter. Building upon Lea's original
bequest, and adding his own personal subscription of $10,000, Pepper himself
negotiated the services of John S. Billings, who assumed the directorship of the new
Institute in 1892 [79]. Billings, army surgeon, librarian, organizational genius, and
hospital planner, was quite a catch, but remained at the Institute only until 1896.
When Billings arrived at the Institute, hygienic instruction had been a part of the
medical curriculum for over 20 years. Given new life by the science ofbacteriology, a
hygienic laboratory had been established as early as 1888, under the directorship of
Samuel Dixon.
Dixon had begun his adult professional career as an attorney, but owing to a weak
constitution found law too strenuous and decided to become a medical scientist. He
received his M.D. degree in 1886 and proceeded immediately to Europe, to study
bacteriology in London and at Pettenkofer's Institute of Hygiene at Munich. In 1888,
he was appointed professor of hygiene and director of a laboratory devoted to
bacteriological research. Dixon's Pennsylvania career as bacteriological researcher,
however, came to an abrupt end when Pepper began his negotiations with Billings. The
Pennsylvania archives contain many letters revealing Dixon's concern, embarrass-
ment, and then anger, and, when Pepper offered the chair to Billings, few were
surprised when Dixon resigned his clinical professorship [80]. Dixon went on to do
substantial research at the Academy of Natural Sciences, where he eventually rose
through all the staffranks to assume the Academy's presidency. George Corner tells us
that Dixon not only had a "creditable career" in science, but a distinguished one in
public service, serving as a member ofPhiladelphia's school board (from which post he
improved hygienic conditions in the public schools) and as health commissioner of
Pennsylvania (placing the state's public health activities on a firm scientific basis)
[81].
Once established at the Institute, Billings named as his assistant Alexander Abbott,
a graduate ofthe University ofMaryland and a student of William Welch at Hopkins.
Abbott had studied abroad, with both Pettenkofer and Koch, and returned in 1889 to
Hopkins, where Welch put him in charge of a research laboratory modeled after
Koch's laboratory. Abbott did not have time to establish himselfat Hopkins, as Billings
(who interestingly was the man responsible for bringing Welch to Hopkins) hired
Abbott for the assistantship at Pennsylvania.
Billings and Abbott began instruction in hygiene and bacteriology in 1892. Corner
tells us that the first class of 11 students was divided between the two subjects. Ten of
the 11 were physicians, including Charles Harrison Frazier, who later became
professor of surgery and dean of the medical school. Enrollment increased slightly,
with more and more students seeking instruction in bacteriology, whereas the number
of students enrolled in Billings's course in hygiene dwindled. Disappointed by his
inability to attract students, Billings resigned in 1896, to take on yet another new task,
negotiating the merger of the Lenox and Astor Libraries, into the New York Public
Library [82].
With both Dixon and Billings removed from the scene, Abbott, primarily a
bacteriologist with interests in infectious diseases, had difficulty developing the
Institute for "effective community service." Despite his success in having his labora-
tory serve as the public health laboratory for a handful of municipalities located
throughout the state, no one was surprised when the provost, beginning as early as
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1910, but not actually completed until 1914, led the Institute back into the medical
school and departmental status. From this new locus, it appears that Abbott intended
to follow the same academic path as had Sedgwick, Rosenau, Winslow, and Vaughan,
and with the same lack ofimmediate success.
Abbott first attempted to reach the physicians and requested that his department,
now a department of the medical school, be permitted to mount a program leading to
the degree Doctor of Public Health. Recognizing the need for non-medically trained
sanitarians, Abbott also requested that he be permitted to admit for study non-
medically trained students, such as engineers, who would be eligible for the designa-
tion, "Certified Sanitarian" [83]. Both requests were approved, one with a slight
alteration. Instead ofthe title "Doctor ofPublic Health," the Regents recommended a
redesignation to "Doctor ofHygiene," a degree actually awarded retroactively in 1912
to three physicians who had completed the course two years earlier [84]. (The degree
Doctor of Public Health was not restored until 1920, as a result of recommendations
derived from the conference on the standardization ofdegrees in public health, held in
New Haven on February 28, 1919 [85].)
I am not certain when Abbott became disillusioned with the medical school, but he
soon came to realize that a proper public health program needed more degrees of
freedom than were permitted by the medical school and began to petition the Regents
to redesignate his department a department of the University. In these petitions,
Abbott pointed out that very few physicians had enrolled in his program and that
students with an interest in public health, such as civil and sanitary engineers, students
of architecture, and "teachers or workers in domestic science," had no intention or
interest in gaining admittance to the medical school, from which administrative body
the public health degrees were awarded.
In 1914, Abbott wrote to Provost Edgar Fahs Smith that he wished the Laboratory
ofHygiene to be independent ofthe medical school. The Laboratory, he wrote, needed
the good will and cooperation of the medical school, but-as the Laboratory also had
cooperative arrangements with the School of Biology (zoology and entomology), the
Towne Scientific School, the Departments of Architecture and Civil Engineering, the
Wharton School (statistics), the Veterinary School, the Department of Physical
Culture, and with many branches of municipal government (the Bureau of Public
Health, the Hospital for Contagious Diseases, and the DepartmentofPublic Works)-
Smith should understand that "Public Hygiene, in its modern development, [was] in
fact a social question more than a strictly medical one, and should be encouraged to so
develop" [86].
Abbott's request was denied and, as had Winslow in 1915 at Yale, he petitioned the
provost to permit his department to accept into a public health degree program
students who did not meet the requirements for entrance to the medical school. Such
students as enrolled in his department would be awarded either one of two degrees,
"Certified Sanitarian" or "Bachelor of Public Hygiene." It was Abbott's wish that a
program so designated, distinct but related to the medical school, and effecting
cooperative relationships with other university-wide and municipal departments and
affiliations, would attract outside funding, such as was then being discussed by the
Rockefeller Foundation prior to its 1916 decision to establish a fully equipped school of
hygiene and public health at Johns Hopkins.
The program Abbott envisioned was as comprehensive as the Institute program set
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forth by Sedgwick in 1916 at M.I.T. and the program at the Harvard-M.I.T. School
for Health Officers. In the 1919-20 Bulletin [87], for example, were listed 16 subjects
comprising the course ofstudy:
A. Sanitary Engineering
1. Municipal water supplies and water works
2. Sewage and sewage disposal
3. Disposal ofmunicipal refuse and street cleaning
B. Sanitary Engineering of Buildings
1. Heating
2. Ventilation
3. Drainage
C. Inspection of Meat, Milk, and Other Animal Products
1. Milk hygiene
2. Meat hygiene
D. Practical Hygiene
I. Clinical and physical methods as applied to:
1. Atmosphere
2. Water
3. Sewage
4. Disposal ofrefuse and cremation ofgarbage
5. Soils and building sites
6. Foods
7. Clothing
II. Sanitary bacteriology
E. Protozoology
F. Arthropods
G. Helminthology and General Medical Zoology
H. Pathology ofTropical Diseases
I. Personal and Military Hygiene
J. Sanitary Legislation
K. Medical Inspection ofSchools
L. Vital Statistics
M. Industrial Hygiene
N. Public Hygiene and Epidemiology
0. Field Work
P. Sanitary Surveys
As had colleagues in other schools, Abbott lamented the fact that, whereas his
program had attracted fairly large numbers of students from various disciplines,
including the Schools of Education and Architecture, very few students enrolled from
the medical school, and probably few ever would [88].
VI
We have now examined the early years of five schools, M.I.T., Harvard-M.I.T.,
Yale, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, and have reached that time when we must ravel the
threads ofour discussion and set forth some conclusions.
I have maintained that the schools I have examined emerged from a confluence of
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factors manifested in the nineteenth century. Such factors included the development of
commercial enterprise; the need for technically trained students to advance the
manufacturing sciences; the development of schools dedicated to applied science,
fostered by the passage of the Morrill Land Grant Act, which provided funds for that
purpose; the urbanization of the nation and the need to resolve problems attendant
thereto; the waterborne epidemics of typhoid and cholera and other epidemics which
threatened lives and commercial interests, leading to the sanitary awakening; the need
for skilled public health professionals, abundantly made clear by emergent problems
not only in the urban city, but in Civil War military camps and hospitals; the
emergence of state boards of health; the rise to prominence of the sciences of
bacteriology and immunology: all of which may be coupled with a pervasive spirit of
utility, notably a desire to correct society's ills by developing a cadre of professionally
trained and thereby eminently useful sanitarians.
In each school examined, evidence of these factors was apparent. M.I.T., for
example, was established for the primary purpose of providing students with a
technical course of study. Once established, its educational policy never varied, and
even served as a model for numerous similar institutions. M.I.T.'s graduates helped
develop industries, generally added to the national welfare by the application of
scientific methods to the "great practical problems of the day," and, thanks to
Sedgwick and those whom he trained, helped to conserve the health of its citizens [89].
As William Barton Rogers had written, "the value of science [is] in its great modern
applications to the practical arts of life, to human comfort, and health, and to social
wealth and power" [90]. To meet these ends, Sedgwick, from his strategic post at
M.I.T., applied his science in many arenas, in the Massachusetts Board of Health, the
Lawrence Sanitary Station, M.I.T.'s Sanitary Research Laboratory and Sewage
Experiment Station, as teacher and mentor to a battalion of sanitarians and engineers,
and as national consultant and sanitary statesman [91].
Sedgwick carried his ideas forward into the productive but short-lived combined
Harvard-M.I.T. School for Health Officers, where the resources of both institutions
were united into a coherent program for both medically and non-medically trained
students wishing to take their place as leading players in the public health crusade. The
School more than fulfilled its great potential but suffered from its uncertain adminis-
trative arrangements and its inability, owing to its organizational setting, to award its
own degrees. Both institutions refused to make modifications in the original charter
and the School maintained itself only until 1921 [92].
Recognizing the combined School's anomalous situation and based on a fierce pride
and loyalty for M.I.T., Sedgwick in 1916 attempted to develop at M.I.T. an Institute of
Hygiene. Comprehensive and bold in design, the plan lacked only financial support,
support such as went from the Rockefeller Foundation to Johns Hopkins.
At Yale, a new department of public health was established in 1915 with Winslow,
Sedgwick's disciple, as chairman. Winslow believed that from this administrative
arrangement a viable public health teaching and research program could be developed;
and it was. Winslow reached into the medical school and established cooperative
relationships with the departments of bacteriology, pathology, and psychiatry, and the
Child Study Center; he extended these relationships to the departments of engineering
and the Sheffield Scientific and Law Schools; thanks to the strong support of his dean,
Milton Winternitz, he strengthened his department by consolidating it with the
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graduate school departments of bacteriology and pathology; and, with the provost's
approval, Winslow was able to admit to his program qualified non-physicians for
studies leading to the C.P.H., Dr.P.H., and Ph.D. degrees.
Unsuccessful in reaching the physician, as Sedgwick had been, Winslow focused on
two special groups of clientele: non-medically trained students and medical students.
The first group were to receive degrees and take their places as laboratorians and
sanitary engineers, as leaders, in the public health campaign; the second group, those
whom he especially hoped to capture for the profession, he settled for simply instilling
with the preventive spirit.
Vaughan, at Michigan, followed a path very similar to Sedgwick's. Serving on the
State Board, Vaughan revealed the importance to health, and to commerce, of public
health science. With strong support from the State Board of Health and commercial
interests, but surprisingly not from the governor or the University's Board of Regents,
a Laboratory of Hygiene was established in 1887, in the same year that the Marine
Hospital Hygienic Laboratory was established [93] and five years before the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania's Hygienic Laboratory.
With the able assistance of Novy, Vaughan developed courses in sanitary science
and bacteriology and made substantial contributions to the literature of both applied
and basic research. Vaughan, as had Sedgwick, found it difficult to reach the
physicians and requested that the administration permit him to admit non-physicians
to his program. And, as necessity dictated, he too found that his primary objective, as
was Winslow's, had become to educate laboratorians and sanitary engineers and to
offer courses in sanitary science to the medical students.
At Pennsylvania, Abbott made similar inroads into statewide, but primarily local,
public health, developing his Institute for "effective community service," but he too
failed in his desire to reach the physicians. Abbott's Laboratory, like Winslow's
Department, was administratively a part of the medical school; but whereas Winslow
had been singularly successful in maintaining a visible and effective medical school
teaching program, while achieving for his program graduate school status, Abbott
found himself confined by the medical school, until that time when they relented and
permitted him to admit to his program students who had not first qualified for
admission to the medical school. Once established, Abbott's program was as compre-
hensive a program as existed in any ofthe schools I have studied.
A final point concerns the medical students and physicians. Why was it so difficult,
even from the proximity of departmental status, to bring them into the public health
campaign? Why had the programs sought sodesperately for school oruniversity rather
than departmental status? Why were there not more physicians ofhigh quality finding
their way into the field? Answers to such questions are not easy to find, but some help
may be forthcoming from a questionnaire prepared in the early 1920s by E.O. Jordan,
professor of bacteriology at Chicago, and one ofSedgwick's former M.I.T. students.
Jordan had distributed questionnaires to medical students offour different universi-
ties. Questions were designed to determine why students had decided on a medical
career rather than on one in public health. He received 461 replies. Of these, 103
students stated that they had, at one time or another, considered public health, while
theremaining 358 stated that they never had taken thepossibility seriously. Most cited
as reasons for this lack of interest their insufficient knowledge of the field, some
replying that they knew absolutely nothing about public health work. Some believed
medicine more suited to their personalities, interests, and curiosity, while others
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expressed their hostility to public health because it was thought to be wrapped up in
local and state politics and to stifle initiative. And some addressed the issue of
remuneration, believing it so slight in public health that it would not make up for the
many arduous years ofstudy necessary to enter the field [94].
Each of the schools considered the problems, some with the characteristic shrug of
resignation orthe beliefthat perhaps medical schools wereadmitting thewrong type of
students; others, Winslow, for example, by identifying the problem as one based on the
way we in the United States had decided to organize, finance, and deliver health
services. As long as a financial barrierexisted between thosewho needed and thosewho
provided medical care, then medicine, as Winslow was to say in 1926, would never be
truly preventive and public health never fully realize its potential [95].
As expressed at the 1922 conference on "The FutureofPublic Health in the United
States and the Education of Sanitarians," the hope was that professional standards
would be raised, that medical students would become more informed about the nature
and opportunities of public health work as more medical schools adopted quality
programs in public health, that physicians trained in the technics of public health
would be drawn into public health work, and that vigorous and systematic educational
campaigns would be mounted to influence the public, state legislatures, and the
medical profession [96].
The early schools and programs, which began their institutional history based on
utility, science, and optimism, reached maturity in the 1920s. They closed ranks,
consolidated achievements, and began toidentify new avenues for expansion. One such
avenue lay in the direction of clinical medicine, toward maternal and child health,
occupational medicine, clinical epidemiology [97], tropical medicine, and preventive
medicine [98]; another in the potentially dynamic field ofmedical care [99].
How the schools adapted themselves to these new missions and how the new
responsibilities succeeded or failed, were modified or abandoned, in the words of the
bard, however, "is another story."
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